Abstract Systems biology addresses challenges in the analysis of genomics data, especially for complex genes and protein interactions using Meta data approach on various signaling pathways. In this paper, we report systems biology and biological circuits approach to construct pathway and identify early gene and protein interactions for predicting GPR142 responses in Type 2 diabetes. The information regarding genes, proteins and other molecules involved in Type 2 diabetes were retrieved from literature and kinetic simulation of GPR142 was carried out in order to determine the dynamic interactions.
Introduction
Biological circuit, which encompasses components of electronics, genomics, proteomics, bioinformatics and biotechnology, has evolved as a cross disciplinary field in bioinformatics. A combined approach involving biological circuits and systems biology can aid in modulating complete pathway system, thereby, controlling regulatory disease. Recent research of cell behavior together with progress in the underlying regulatory genotypic networks has led to new understanding of three way switch Jolly et al. 2014; Kiel et al. 2010) . The engineering of biological circuits especially in circuit designing for signaling pathway is emerging as a thrust area (Becskei and Serrano 2000) . The major difference between biological circuits and systems biology is that systems biology works on cell signal transduction while biological circuits are based on biological network represented by GATEs connecting one another and generating a Boolean output (Kierzek et al. 2001) . Manipulating DNA can be harder to implement on biological circuits while protein manipulation is moderately easier. Therefore, the up and down regulation of proteins, involved in regulatory disorders, can be modulated using three -way switches in biological circuits allowing not only for phenotypes but also for a hybrid approach ;. Purdy 2005, 2013) . For example, Rac1 and RhoA (small GTPases) act as molecular switches by changing between their active Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1007/s11693-015-9163-0) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users.
shaktis@gbu.ac.in and inactive forms. Rac1/RhoA regulatory circuit can act as a three-way switch: high active RhoA/low active Rac1, low active RhoA/high active Rac1, and both high active RhoA and Rac1. ) Activation and deactivation of signaling pathway is also dependent upon the biological circuits Kiel et al. 2010) . Massive biological data is being generated by genomic research. Biological circuits have emerged as a new discipline that addresses the need to manage these data and interpret the signals in form of circuits. General biological model represents a novel principle for linking regulatory circuits (Andrecut et al. 2011; Goldental et al. 2014) . Biochemical signaling networks exhibit integration of signals across multiple time scales (Bhalla and Iyengar 1999) . Using such type of tool user can create a regulatory system on the basis of logical Gates and input Boolean type value for all sub unit as well as large unit, followed by simulation of entire system (McMillen et al. 2002) . This can facilitate the researchers in predicting and validating the presence or absence of ions, genes and proteins for signaling pathway and converting it to an analog output which can generate continuous levels of gene expression as well as protein expression (Densmore and Hassoum 2012) . Artificial synthetic circuits could suggest better control of biological expression over the production of regulatory system, genes expression, proteins expression, chemical signals, cells, organs or entire system. Particularly, in the area of drug discovery it can be applied for the target specification as well as drug specification on the basis of interactions in virtual circuits (Hasty et al. 2001; Davidson et al. 2002) . Researchers can also create environmental sensors based on biological circuits. Logic based circuits that generate more complex state dependent responses are of significance. (Ozbudak et al. 2002) . In this paper, we report the designing of a synthetic signal transduction pathway of G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) circuits and implementation of Boolean logic functions for its validation. The results of the systems biology and biological circuits have been correlated and are in agreement. We have developed a Java based application of this strategy to create biological circuits based on regulatory system, assignment of Boolean logic input for all unit and sub unit, simulation and finally generation of valid output in form of analog. The main objective of this paper is to construct a GPR142 regulatory pathway using system biology and biological circuits approach.
Methodology
The methodology followed is depicted in the flow chart in Fig. 1 1. GPCRs data and information regarding concentration of all species (genes, truncating proteins, generic proteins, some GPCR proteins, other proteins, ions and other molecules) was collected from databases like IUPHAR (Harmar et al. 2009 ), KEGG Kanehisa et al. 2014) and from other literature (Muto et al. 2013; Moriya et al. 2007 Moriya et al. , 2010 Yamanishi et al. 2009; Kanehisa 1996 Kanehisa , 1997 Kanehisa et al. 2002 Kanehisa et al. , 2004 Kanehisa et al. , 2006 Kanehisa et al. , 2008 Kanehisa 2002; Goto et al. 1997; Ogata et al. 1999; Okuda et al. 2008; Kotera, et al. 2012; Nakaya et al. 2013; Hattori et al. 2003 Hattori et al. , 2010 Oh et al. 2007 ). 2. A complete pathway of GPR142 was constructed (Fig. 2a , b) using information involving different genes, truncating proteins, generic proteins, ions and other molecules which interact with GPR142 receptor against Type 2 diabetes within cell compartment. Green nodes in the pathway represent the entities of genes, truncating proteins, generic proteins, ions and other molecules; gray lines represent the connectivity of one node to another node and sub branches represent the attributes which are closely related to each other.
The nucleus of the cell indicating the transcription process within cells or virtual pathway construction in whole system is represented as small rectangular part. GPR142 genes which are transformed into mRNA via transcription, move outside the nucleus and get attached to cell membrane (receptor) and interact with other proteins and genes, thus, making up a biochemical pathway within cell which is involved in signal transduction. The whole pathway was constructed using Cell Designer (Funahashi et al. 2003 (Funahashi et al. , 2007 (Funahashi et al. , 2008 software. 3. In order to carry out kinetic simulation the input values were assigned in form of chemical concentration and either kinetic irreversible simple Michaelis-Menten equation nV ¼
VmS
Km þ S or mass action kinetics equation V ¼ KPiS was applied. 4. The kinetic simulation was carried out with respect to transition time of all species and those kinetic simulation responses in which genes and proteins interact with each other were identified using systems biology approach. Interaction of GPR142 protein with GPR139, GPR39, GPR78 were identified using GEPASI (Arkin and McAdams 1998; Mendes 1993) approach. Kinetic simulation graph is described below in (Fig. 3) . The simulation graph between amount of species and time is represented in different colors. X axis represents the time of the species which is species transition time with respect to amount of species, whereas Y axis represents the amount (concentration) of the species which is concentration rate with respect to time of the species.
5. BioLogic circuit of whole system was constructed showing the interactions of GPR142 receptor within cell with other proteins/genes (Fig. 4) , using Logisim (Burch 2002 ). 6. The input values were assigned in form of Boolean, the basic input and output tables are described in (Table 1) . 7. The BioLogic circuit simulation with respect to transition time of all species and concentration was carried out as shown in (Fig. 5 ). GPR142 circuit simulation with respect to concentration rate time and concentration was carried out as shown in (Fig. 6 ). 8. The true values indicated that BioLogic circuit was active otherwise false that is circuit was in inactive form.
Results
Pathway construction and simulation using systems biology
Systems biology approach
A total of 117 genes, proteins, ions and receptors were used for constructing the pathway as shown in Fig. 2a using Cell
Designer (Funahashi et al. 2003 (Funahashi et al. , 2007 (Funahashi et al. , 2008 (Hoops et al. 2006 ) and GEPASI, self simulation module, database connectivity with constructed model, and export of image. The procedure of a biological pathway involves arranging and pulling out information computationally and brings together useful information using system biology software tools to identifying network behaviour. The topological based and dynamical based analysis was done for the pathway. Figure 2a demonstrates the foremost interactions of GPR142 both with proteins and genes that are involved in the Type 2 diabetes pathways.
Formats standards and pathway construction and simulation tools
Different object oriented based softwares are available for constructing pathway, storage of whole system, exchange to another format, and parsing of pathway. Significant GEPASI are self simulation module for whole pathway at different time scales. Figure 2b represents a snapshot of the pathway showing the interacting genes/proteins with GPR142 in Type 2 diabetes pathway. The schematic representation used is as follows: genes (yellow), truncating proteins (pink), generic proteins (green), GPCRs proteins (pink), ions (blue), receptor protein (light yellow), domains (light green) and other molecules (dark green) interacting with GPR142 receptor protein within square cell compartment (light yellow). Black colored edges symbolize the connectivity of one node to another node and sub compartment represents the nucleus shown as oval compartment (light yellow). Large rectangular circle represents the cell and small oval circle in whole compartment represents the nucleus of the cell which involves transcription process of the cell. The interaction with other proteins and genes helped in building a biological pathway within cell for signal transduction. GPR39, GPR142, GPR78, LNX1, INS, GLUT4, KNG1, RXFP3 and RXFP4 have been identified to play a crucial role in this pathway and are responsible for activation of this pathway and in Type 2 diabetes.
Kinetic simulation
Kinetic simulation with respect to varying transition time and concentration of the mass is described in Fig. 3 (Fig. 3) shows the 100 s (Time) simulation results of GPR142 pathway against Type 2 diabetes and depicts higher stability. These results are indicative of dynamic perturbations occurring in different states of all species over a period of time frame ranging from 0 to 100 s. Panel F represent the results after the completion of the 100 s simulation and in this all the genes, proteins and others molecules involved into Type 2 diabetes disease are interacting with each other and GPR142.
Comparative analysis
Systems biology and Biological circuits both are techniques of signifying gene to gene interaction, gene to generic protein Fig. 4 BioLogic circuits of whole system where Type 2 diabetes are interact to GPR142 receptor interaction, Generic protein-Truncated Protein interaction, Generic protein-Receptor interaction and other moleculeIon interaction, how these interactions can be represented in form of biological circuits and how to make a BioLogic circuit for biological pathway system and simulate them in form of true (1) and false (0). Table 1 shows the nomenclature and description used to define various interactions in systems biology and biological circuits.
Boolean network construction and simulation using biological circuits
Biological circuit's approach
Biological Logic circuit designing and Simulation for GPR142 against Type 2 Diabetes using basic digital systems constructed by logic gates is described below in Table 2 .
Engineering of GPR142 Signal Transduction Pathways appearance in Artificial Boolean signalling Networks
Using biological circuits it is possible to construct artificial Boolean network or synthetic pathways that can't traverse endogenous mechanism parts and construct completely artificial cells. Engineering of Gene and protein circuits against signalling pathways is indicative of transduction pathways which may be conflicting to gene circuits in regard to two main characteristics-one being the properties of the pathway and the other being its mechanism as shown in (Fig. 4) . Signalling pathways activate in time frame ranging from milliseconds to nanoseconds as in case of prokaryotes transcriptional process or minutes to hours as in case of eukaryotes transcriptional process, even though phase changes might occur more rapidly. We constructed the BioLogic circuit of the complete system for Type 2 diabetes, wherein, many genes, truncating proteins, generic proteins, some GPCR proteins, other proteins, ions and other molecules are interacting with GPR142 receptor in form of logic GATEs using Logisim. In Fig. 4 blue line represent the active genes and proteins and red lines represent the inactive genes, proteins and ions. The complete circuits is a combination of logic GATEs as shown in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 4 blue line represent the active genes and proteins and red lines represent the inactive genes, proteins and ions. Logisim is a software for designing and simulating biological logic circuits having graphical interface. Logisim execute the entire logic circuits on any machine supporting the Java application. GPR142 circuit simulation with respect to concentration (mol/l) and concentration Rate [mol/(l*s)], GPR142 circuit simulation with respect to transition time and concentration, where 1.#INF = Dividing ?ve# by 0 and produces a ?ve infinity output same as dividing -ve# by 0 produces a -ve infinity output. If input would generate a larger ?ve# than could be stored in a double, the input return 1.#INF described below in Fig. 5 and again GPR142 circuit simulation with respect to input and output GATE described below in (Figs. 5, 6 ).
In the direction of relevance in Biotechnology and Drug discovery
Artificial synthetic signalling networks have been effectively designed for precise purpose in drug discovery and industrial biotechnology (Kaushik 2013) . GPR142 artificial Boolean circuit involving GPR142 engineered signalling pathways makes an artificial cell and investigates the responses of their signals in Type 2 diabetes. Some researchers have been engineering proteins and peptides to build new proteins for combinatorial libraries. Comparative analysis of systems biology and biological circuits indicate their interrelatedness in living system (Fig. 7) and may be 
Conclusions
Artificial living systems respond to their environment. For designing of biological circuits first of all exhaustive information regarding cell signal regulation, how cells interact with each other and how cells work at pathway level is required. Systems biology has also played important role in assessing these information and is helpful for the designing the switching circuits. Systems biology has helped in deciphering genes and proteins artificial networks in large scale experiments. The major hurdle in biological circuits approach is unique characteristics of proteins and domains that make them difficult to design and extrapolate from one to another. The aim of this paper is how to design, simulate and test the control of biological circuits. This control circuit can be used to control the switching circuit of biological pathway. Biological circuits design methodology, composition; standardization and abstraction carry great promise in deciphering biological regulatory networks. Using BDA tools designing of switching biological circuits and pathways that specifying desired biological behaviors to understanding biological system in form of devices is feasible, cells respond to their environment by sensing signals. In recent years biological circuit's networks have been designed in both prokaryotes as well as eukaryotes. The living system has the ability to respond the intracellular signals responsible for phenotypic or genotypic changes. We report a GPR142 biochemical pathway based regulatory system which is involved in Type 2 diabetes diseases using both approach systems biology as well as biological circuits. Fig. 7 Comparative analysis between wet lab and computational approach and systems biology and biological circuits
